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“The Investment Services Group recently exclusively listed and sold our Mr. D’s Sports Bar and Grill Gaming Tavern. As promised, they dug 
into the due diligence, fully marketed the property, structured the lease, and negotiated with multiple buyers until a great deal was struck. 
They were a true partner and we look forward to doing more deals with them in the future.” 
          Mayer Luke – Managing Partner D-Bar, LLC.     

Record Low Cap Rate for a Single Unit Gaming Tavern - Achieved a cap rate of 6.66% on the successful sale 

The Investment Services Group immediately went to work 
to address these challenges. These steps included, but were 
not limited to:

1. Although the operator has no experience we conducted 
research into the location and found out the business 
had been operating successfully and profitably for over 
17 years

2. Analyzed the trailing 6 years financial and uncovered 
the business not only weathered but thrived during the 
Great Recession and after

3. Worked with the seller to structure sale-leaseback terms  
that would attractive the highest and best buyer and 
supported all the terms with Tavern rental comps from 
around the valley.

4. Educated every buyer about the gaming license that 
flows with the property and not the tenant. This set us 
apart from  almost every other ST NNN offering on the 
market.

Based on a strong recommendation from a partner; the owners 
of the Mr. D’s Gaming Tavern engaged the Investment Services 
Group to complete a sale-leaseback of their only location. 
The ISG team got started immediately and identified several 
major challenges they would have to overcome to complete a 
successful sale including:

1. Single unit operator with no prior tavern operating 
experience

2. Recently bought, the seller owned the property for less than 
6 months prior to listing it for sale

3. Record breaking pricing expectations
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